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ABSTRACT
Both mobile phone communication and the genre of sex advice
writing are often criticized, the former as unkind and the latter as
sexist. Yet some research indicates that digitally mediated
communication may have some advantages, particularly when
disinhibition might confer benefits such as personal expression or
resisting coercion and sexual harassment. This paper investigates
whether consent is discussed differently in popular online sexting
tips articles as compared with a similar set of general sex advice
articles. I find that while general sex tips infrequently address
consent and offer communication as an optional practice, sexting
tips stress the importance of consent more often and warn sexters
about the potential harm an unwanted sext might cause to a
recipient. I suggest that this may be due to the particular
affordances of mobile phone communication, including lack
of physical proximity, asynchronicity, and the reduction of
unconscious nonverbal communication. Because this discourse
about consent appears in a popular format, it may have the
potential to serve as a model for a broader cultural shift towards
the normalization of explicit communication about consent for all
sexual acts.
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Sexting, the practice of sharing sexually suggestive images or text messages via mobile
phone, is common among young adults.1 Yet much of the news coverage of the issue
assumes that the practice is deviant, risky, and dangerous for teens.2 The guidance that
typically accompanies these news articles about teen sexting is that parents and schools
should promote sexting abstinence and monitor teens’ technology use.3 Moreover,
much of the scholarly literature on sexting is based on the assumption that there is some-
thing wrong with sexters.4 In contrast, sexting advice targeted to adults often encourages
the practice and discusses the unique opportunities for intimacy and communication that
sexting might facilitate. Wide-circulation publications like Cosmopolitan, the American
Association for Retired Persons’ magazine, and The Huffington Post promote sexting
for adults as a fun new way to spice up a romantic relationship.5

New media have had a range of effects, including facilitating new sexual communi-
cation practices. Indeed, some studies suggest that the lack of physical proximity, disinhi-
bition, and asynchronicity of Internet and mobile phone commmunication may confer
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unique benefits to women and girls by potentially facilitating their resistance to sexual har-
assment and gender norms.6 A possible shift in sexual communication practices is signifi-
cant because antirape activists have long advocated that part of the solution to violence
against women is the adoption of an affirmative consent standard, which depends on
clear, voluntary, and direct mutual communication. This paper investigates whether
and how the digital mediation of interpersonal sexual communication may influence
popular discourses about norms of consent.

Specifically, this paper compares the commentary about consent in online articles offer-
ing sexting advice to similar articles offering sex tips. The genre of sex and relationship
advice, both in magazines and in popular books, has been widely panned as sexist.7 Like-
wise, researchers point out that online content providers, especially those with gendered
audiences like askmen.com and ivillage.com, often rely on and reproduce gender stereo-
types.8 However, I find that sexting advice articles more commonly and thoroughly discuss
the importance of consent and the potential for harm than general sex tips articles. I con-
clude that the particular affordances of mobile phone communication in sexting may have
the potential to help disrupt the common but problematic assumption that consent is
uncomplicated and easily ascertained from context and nonverbal cues.

Finding online sex and sexting advice

I look to sex and sexting advice articles available online as a source of popular discourse
about consent. The persuasiveness of popular advice is not usually grounded in evidence,
expert opinion, or a carefully constructed argument, but rather, grounded in the way that
the genre positions itself as common sense by producing and reflecting widely shared
beliefs and assumptions. I use discourse analysis9 to examine what those beliefs and
assumptions are, paying particular attention to whether and how the advice discusses
consent. This builds on work about sexting that examines the social construction of
sexting and investigates the reaction to it in law, mass media, and educational contexts.10

For this study, I examined the websites that the average user searching Google in
English for tips and advice on sex or sexting is most likely to encounter.11 I first used
the Google Trends search index function to compare the popularity of various search
terms related to the topic. I found that three relevant search terms, “how sexting,”
“sexting examples,” and “sexting tips,” were the most popular according to Google’s
worldwide search trends data12 during April 2014, the time of the research.13 This
method results primarily in sites directed at an audience that has some interest in
sexting. As such, the set may overrepresent the popular discourse on sexting that is posi-
tive about the practice—news articles, particularly about teenage sexting or celebrity or
political scandals involving digital sexual images, tend to discourage sexting.14 Since
most users never look beyond the first page of Google search results, and those at the
top of the page are the most popular,15 I only analyzed articles that appeared on the
first page of results for each of the three search terms, which consisted of 21 unique web-
sites.16 To determine if online sexting advice is any different from general sex advice,
I used the same method to determine that “how sex” and “sex tips” were the most
popular queries for general sex advice, and I examined the first page results for these,
which consisted of twenty unique websites.17 In general, the sex advice and sexting
advice results were both from the websites of wide-circulation print and broadcast
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media (such as Cosmopolitan and Men’s Health) and from web-only sites (such as
wikihow.com and gizmodo.com).18 The sites in this set were almost all written in a light-
hearted, informal tone and targeted to adults; most referred to sexual images and text
messages interchangeably. Many publications addressed gendered audiences (such as Men’s
Fitness and Glamour), and none were targeted specifically to gay, lesbian, or trans audiences.

The two sets of articles gathered by this method offer a sample of what is popular and
mainstream on the Internet for three reasons. The first is that I used data from the leading
Internet search site (Google) to find the most popular search terms for these topics.
Second, the order in which Google returns search results reflects the popularity of individ-
ual web pages, which is determined by how many pages link to that page and how highly
ranked those linking pages are (known as PageRank).19 While Google customizes the
search results for each user, my tests indicate that these variations are minor for the
topics in question.20 The third reason is that appearing on the first page of Google
search results also causes a large number people to visit that site. While some of these
sites may have been created with a niche audience in mind, appearing on the first page
means that many people looking for general information using the popular search
terms I found will see and click that link. As such, for the purposes of this analysis I
define a mainstream popular article as one that has become highly visible, easily accessible,
and frequently viewed as a result of Google’s search algorithms.

While norms for what constitutes popular or mainstream culture are fairly well estab-
lished by decades of discourse analysis, distinguishing popular websites from niche ones
can be difficult. This paper offers a methodology for finding a set of websites that can
be reasonably considered as representative of what is popular online at a given moment
about a particular topic.

Looking for consent in sex and sexting advice

This study investigates whether and how any aspects of the affirmative consent model
appear in popular sex tips and sexting tips articles. In this model, consent cannot be
assumed from silence. Instead, each person who initiates a sexual act has a responsibility
to engage in a process of dialogue and negotiation that includes mutual agreement and
clearly articulated statements of consent.21 Factors such as intoxication, coercion, and
imbalances of power mean that every “yes” is not necessarily a meaningful and voluntary
agreement. As Harris points out, a simplistic transmission model of sexual communi-
cation assumes that a clear “yes” or “no” is sufficient; the problem with this model is
that it fails to account for the cultural and social systems that underlie all interpersonal
communication.22 Feminist antirape reformers advocated for the affirmative consent
model beginning in the late 1980s and early 1990s to address failures in the social and
criminal justice responses to rape.23 One of these problems is that prosecutors working
with conventional understandings of rape must prove that the person resisted; in some
states this resistance must be physical, while others require verbal resistance.24 In contrast,
according to the affirmative consent model, rape is defined by the absence of a clear and
voluntary “yes.”

In news and popular culture, affirmative consent is often criticized for being unrealistic
and out-of-line with sexual norms. Indeed it has even been ridiculed when implemented as
a policy, most famously perhaps at Antioch College in 1993.25 Laws that dictate that
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affirmative consent is necessary hardly fare better. For example, while Canadian law comes
closer to such a model, critics point out that judges and juries often ignore these rules and
instead rely on familiar victim-blaming rape myths to avoid prosecuting perpetrators.26

However, two decades after Antioch, a New York Times editorial cautiously praised a
2014 California law that states that universities must use the affirmative consent standard
for adjudicating sexual assault, concluding that it is “worth trying.”27

Despite the legal and social skepticism of affirmative consent, Carmody and Carrington
point out that promoting a sexual ethics of mutual consent and pleasure is both possible
and necessary. They argue that “The task is to wed the psychosocial structures of sexual
desire with mutually respectful and pleasurable forms of sexual practice.”28 Unsurpris-
ingly, I did not find a consistent or perfect model of affirmative consent in the online
sexting tips I examined. However, I will demonstrate that popular sexting advice targeted
to adults contains far more frequent and nuanced comments about consent-seeking and
sexual autonomy than a comparable set of general sex tips for adults.

Analysis: Conventional advice in the general sex tips

I turn now to an analysis of how the general sex advice articles discuss consent, and I
highlight continuities between this typical discourse and the sexting advice articles. Sex
advice articles rarely mention the importance of seeking consent, and when they refer-
ence communication between partners, this vital practice is presented as an optional
enhancement to sex. In fact, the majority of the general sex advice articles simply
describe sexual techniques and do not have any communication or consent advice at
all. Moreover, some of the sex tips eroticize fantasy nonconsent scenarios. I establish
this conventional discourse about sex and consent as a contrast to the discourse
about consent in the sexting tips articles, which I take up in the second half of my
analysis.

Communication as optional in the general sex tips

In the general sex advice articles I examined, the discussion of consent is limited to the
advice to communicate with one’s partner in order to find out what they enjoy. While
this practice is a crucial component of affirmative consent, such comments about trust
and communication in sexual encounters appear infrequently in the general sex tips
articles. For example, three tips in the list of “50 Hottest Sex Tips All Women Wish
You Knew” at menshealth.com refer to communication and dialogue with a partner, for
example: “Watch and listen for nonverbal clues—moans, thrusts, gasps. The better
you’re able to read her, the more likely you are to please her.”29 For these tips to offer
an affirmative consent model, they would need to consistently advise that partners
engage in an ongoing dialogue about consent that is attentive to context. The limitation
in the general sex tips is that they merely mention communication as one of many
sexual practices that can be fun and sexy, which may imply that it is optional. Indeed,
some critics point out that while slogans like “consent is sexy” may be useful, they also
may inadvertently undermine the more fundamental idea that every sex act requires com-
munication about consent—it is not a technique to increase pleasure, it is an absolutely
necessary prerequisite for engaging in any sex act.30
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There is one site among all twenty general sex tips articles that approaches an affirma-
tive consent model in its discussion of communication. This article on bishUK.com,
a sexual health site for teens, first advises communication in a way that is similar to the
menshealth.com article: “Sex in a trusting relationship is often better because you can
communicate more easily about what you want.”31 However, the bishUK.com article
also then cautions: “It’s important to check out with each other all the way through
that it’s feeling good. Keep talking and look at the face and eyes of each other to check
that you’re both enjoying it.”32 This advice that one should check “all the way through”
that the other person is “enjoying it” has more in common with an affirmative consent
model, since it asks both people to repeatedly look for signs and statements that the
other person is enthusiastically consenting to the acts that each person is initiating.
None of the other general sex advice articles go as far as even warning that it is important
to actively and frequently communicate and negotiate consent.

The online sexting tips also offer the same advice that communication leads to better
sex. Many sexting articles frame this as a suggestion to avoid sexting before having sex.
For example, a gizmodo.com article advises: “Don’t sext if you’ve never sexed. . . . Wait
until you’ve got empirical evidence of what gets who off how before you try simulating
it with letters,” and suggests that good sexting requires respect and dialogue.33 This sug-
gestion in particular stresses the importance of knowing what type of sexual discourse the
recipient wants. Like the general sex advice, the ultimate goal of this kind of advice is to
increase sexual pleasure and intimacy by providing recommendations for better sexting.
However, it is significant that the advice in the sexting tips about communication and
consent does not stop here—it also includes warnings about harm, which I discuss in a
later section.

Eroticized nonconsent

In addition to lacking any discussion about consent or potential harm, some of the general
sex tips also eroticize a lack of consent in a way that sexting tips generally did not. That is,
in the general sex tips, nonconsensual fantasy scenarios are described often but without
any warnings about engaging in them. Such acts can be practiced consensually, but the
general sex tips I examined in this study typically do not mention the importance of
consent. For example, in a mensfitness.com article, “Paulina, 32” suggests: “I’d tell guys
not to bother with the undressing. Just pull your girl’s stockings down, unzip your
pants and do it.”34 In a cosmopolitan.com article, “Ron, 25” says: “My girl pretended
not to want to kiss me. I had to use my tongue to pry her mouth open passionately.”35

In these examples, both parties are implicitly consenting to and enjoying the encounter.
Specifically, “Paulina” is suggesting that this kind of sudden initiation of sex is desirable
for her, and “Ron” notes that his partner is only “pretending” to not want to kiss him.
As such, these kinds of tips eroticize pretend nonconsensual scenarios, for example, by
describing “prying” open someone’s mouth as “passionate.” If someone were to engage
in an activity like this without the consent of their partner, this would constitute sexual
assault. Yet in the general sex tips, there are no words of warning, no advice to exercise
caution, and no description of the potential impact on the other person of doing this
without consent.
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None of the sexting tips suggested acting out scenarios involving a pretend lack of
consent. One reason may be that most of the make-believe nonconsensual sexual encoun-
ters in the general tips relied on physical proximity and contact—with sexting, such scen-
arios would need to be enacted through speech, such as a prenegotiated pretend resistance
to sexting or a threat to distribute private photos that is understood to be fictional. The
only sexting tips article that advocates or eroticizes nonconsent is a post on the Pick
Up Artist Training website. Unlike the other sexting tips that stress communication
and dialogue, this article advises men that they can and should control the conversation:
“You set the tone and pace–It’s up to you how fast or slow you want to build things up
sexually with a text.”36 Researchers have criticized the Pick Up Artist books and online
communities for teaching men to ignore consent.37 The article continues:

There will be a point during your dirty texting session that you may offend her, this is totally
fine as you need to see where the line is with each girl. But what you don’t want to do is apol-
ogise like a needy little bitch. You need to give an underhanded apology.38

This reflects Pick Up Artist strategies that counsel men to manipulate and control
women. Interestingly, like many of the sexting advice articles I examine next, this
article clearly acknowledges the potential for harm (“you may offend her”), but here the
response to this harm is to disregard a female partner’s desires and autonomy. This
article is the only one of the 21 sexting articles I examined that explicitly dismisses the
importance of consent.39 Though some of the sexting tips articles reproduced gender
norms, none are as overtly misogynistic as this Pick Up Artist commentary.

Analysis: Consent in the sexting advice

Sexting advice for adults often assumes that the practice is a normal, though perhaps new,
part of intimate relationships and typically offers suggestions, encouragement, and
examples. All 21 of the sexting search results I examine except one (a video aimed at teen-
agers), either implicitly or explicitly encourage people to sext. In particular, the sexting
advice often notes that sexting can enhance an intimate connection, enable sexual connec-
tion between people who are physically apart, make it easier to express one’s sexual desires,
and can serve as a form of flirting or foreplay in anticipation of an in-person sexual
encounter. Many of the sexting tips articles also advise senders on how to minimize
their personal risk, such as by cropping one’s face out of photos.

In contrast to the general sex tips, many sexting articles advocate direct communication
with a partner, advise that sexters should seek consent before sending texts or images, and
warn that sending unwanted sexual messages or images can harm recipients. However, the
sexting tips lack a discussion on the obligation to respect senders’ privacy by seeking
consent before distributing their private sexual content.

Warnings about the potential for harm in the sexting tips

The key reason there is a stronger model of consent in the sexting tips is that they warn
that sending an unwanted sext could harm the recipient. None of the general sex tips I
examined explicitly state that a person should be cautious initiating a sex act nor do
they warn that such initiations might be harassing or threatening to someone who does
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not want them. In contrast, the sexting tips articles are sometimes explicit in their discus-
sion of the importance of consent. For example, one sexting article notes, “Be really sure if
your partner would be up for sexting,”40 and another suggests, “Make sure the other party
is a willing participant before progressing too far. A signed waiver is the safest
approach.”41 Despite the irreverent tone of this particular article—the comment about a
“signed waiver” is one of many jokes—the message seems to be sincere that sexters
should find some way of knowing that the other person wants to receive sexual images
or messages. Yet another article advises: “Sounds crazy, but there are people who
assume that where a chat-up line fails, a picture of your penis may work. Wrong,
wrong, wrong. . . . Definitely don’t send it to someone you’re trying to get to see you in
a sexual way.”42 Such warnings directly advise against initiating sexual contact with an
unwilling partner.

Even more significantly, online sexting advice articles also often explicitly describe in
detail the potentially negative effects of premature or unwanted sexting on the recipient.
These articles use a range of phrases to describe how someone might react badly to receiv-
ing an undesired sext: with “shock and horror,”43 feeling “thrown off,”44 “weird, uncom-
fortable, impossibly awkward,”45 as “highly inappropriate,”46 “sexual harassment,”47

“creepy,”48 and “terrif[ied] into never speaking to you again.”49 Likewise, blithe remarks
warn, “Don’t just boob-bomb your recipient” or liken unwanted sexting to “dumping
out some giant bucket of condoms and sparklers.”50 Collectively, these comments make
it clear that an unwanted sexual advance via mobile phone is ineffective for the sender
and could be uncomfortable or harmful for the recipient.

The consistent discussion in the sexting tips of the potential harm to the recipient of an
unwanted sext may implicitly reference an ethical goal of respecting the sexual autonomy
of others. This is because the sexting tips offer a rationale for exercising caution that is not
simply because it will help achieve better sexual interactions for oneself, but also because it
helps avoid harming the other person. It is striking how commonly the sexting advice
raises the possibility that an unwanted sext could harm or harass the recipient. I found
that seven of the twenty-one sexting tips pages explicitly caution sexters that they
should be careful to determine if the person they want to sext consents to the encounter
and warn that failure to do so could harm the recipient. In contrast, only one of twenty
general sex tips articles mentions the need for enthusiastic consent, and even then only
states that consent is “important,” as noted above, without alerting readers that its
absence would constitute serious harm or trauma. Such warnings do not express all the
nuances of an affirmative consent standard, such as ongoing dialogue and attention to
contexts that might negate consent, but they offer a rationale for adopting the principles
of respecting sexual autonomy and engaging in explicit communication about consent.

Another significant way that some of the sexting tips might support an affirmative
consent standard is by explicitly dismantling the rape myths that consent can be
assumed through cues such as clothing, physical proximity (being in bed together, for
example), drinking, or relationship history. For example, one comment from askmen.
com actively refutes the myth that flirting implies consent to a sex act. The article
warns: “Just because a woman gives you her number doesn’t mean she wants to sext.
Some people just aren’t down with the sext game, so be cautious.”51 By noting that
consent cannot be implied and that it instead needs to be actively negotiated for each
sex act, this advice supports one aspect of an affirmative consent standard. In contrast,
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the general sex tips I examined did not include any warnings that it is dangerous to make
assumptions about consent based on prior behavior. Another comment in a sexting tips
article also works to dismantle the related rape myth that an existing sexual relationship
implies consent to future sex acts. The gizmodo.com article warns: “Don’t send unsolicited
nakey pics. Ever. Even if it’s your wife. Just don’t take the chance. . . . You need some
context up in there! Otherwise it’s just here’s a penis, instead of a dialogue.”52 This kind
of advice that one should not sext without consent “even if it’s your wife” is a radical
departure from the implied consent in the general sex tips, and is notable for its explicit
resistance to a particularly pervasive rape myth.53

Gender norms in the sexting tips

Many of the tips written for female audiences reproduce the idea that men are typically
sexual initiators while those written for male or mixed-gender audiences tend to
assume that both men and women will initiate sexting and thus both need to be
advised to negotiate consent. Indeed, one article addresses men and women about
consent in the same paragraph, advising against sending images of a “boob” or a
“penis” without context and dialogue.54 This is significantly different from heteronorma-
tive scripts that position men as sexual initiators and women as recipients, since it advises
that everyone needs to negotiate consent. However, more of the sexting articles that do not
address consent at all are written for female audiences. That is, nearly half of the thirteen
sexting articles that address male or nongender-specific audiences explicitly discuss
consent,55 yet only one of the eight articles addressed specifically to female audiences
does so.

Advice encouraging readers to try sexting and to use it to “spice up” a relationship
appeared on websites aimed at men, women, and mixed audiences. Researchers examining
sex advice in magazines and books have found that these texts often construct heterosexual
relationships as women’s work, meaning that they must learn to please, excite, and satisfy
their male partners in order to attract and keep them.56 Gill notes that the advice to “try
something new” or “spice up” sexual encounters is “re-apprehended in postfeminist terms,
as something you are doing ‘for yourself,’” which, she argues, constructs and requires a
“compulsory (sexual) agency.”57 She argues that the problem with this agency is that
the “new” sex acts that magazines promote ultimately privilege men and reproduce
gender norms under the guise of empowerment.58 It is possible that the sexting tips
articles, especially the eight written for female audiences, reproduce this dynamic.
However, most of the sexting articles, regardless of presumed audience gender, encourage
readers to try out sexting.

The most significant and consistent gender difference in the sexting tips is in the com-
ments about how male and female sexters should minimize harm. Particularly in articles
that address gender-specific audiences, men are often warned not to take pictures of their
penises, while women are advised to avoid taking photos that include their faces. Since
men are not typically positioned as objects of desire in mainstream heteronormative cul-
tures, this may be the reason that they are warned not to send pictures of their penises;
presumably they will be unwanted or received as a joke. One article states: “Never take
pictures of a (your?) penis”59 and another says, “If you send a picture of your penis
know that she’s sent it to her friends as a joke.”60 In contrast, articles on sites aimed at
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women often refer to the possibility of distribution to recommend safer sexting strategies,
such as keeping one’s face out of photos.61 While expressions of male sexuality might be a
“joke,” for a woman the sexual double standard means that distribution could lead to
shame and humiliation, particularly if she is identifiable in self-produced photos. These
articles advise that a safer way to sext is to create pictures in which one’s fragmented
body parts are de-personalized. Cosmo Latina, for example, suggests, “If you’re a loca
risk-taker [and you’re going to share images], just don’t show your face.”62 Other websites
aimed at women suggest, “Avoid including your face in photos at all costs”63 and “Snap
some pics of a single body part at a time.”64 Such advice to preserve some anonymity
also appears in articles aimed at men and mixed-gender audiences, such as the
Gizmodo article that suggests, “Leave something to the imagination”65 but also encourages
“raunchiness” in text messages and links to another article on the same site titled “How to
Take Flawless Phone Pics of Your Naked Body.” The stakes of unauthorized distribution
are clearly gendered in these sexting tips articles. This means that the absence of a
thorough discussion about privacy, which I discuss next, is particularly troubling.

The absence of privacy advice in the sexting tips

While many of the articles stress that it is vital to negotiate a partner’s consent before initi-
ating sexting, not one of the sexting tips articles I examined discusses the obligations of a
person who receives a private photo.66 A couple of articles suggest that sexts should be
deleted rather than saved, yet none of the 21 articles I examined offer any explicit warnings
about the potential harms of distributing private photos without permission.

It is possible that some writers assume that sexual texts and images are obviously meant
to be private; thus there is no need to explain, “don’t distribute private images.” Some
research suggests that most people report that they view forwarding personal sexual
photos as a privacy violation.67 However, other studies on romantic relationships demon-
strate that couples sometimes experience conflicts about differences in privacy expec-
tations and practices, especially in using social media.68 Indeed, a number of the articles
warn sexters that their photos might be distributed. Some articles even portray this
outcome as inevitable, as one warns: “Expect your cock shots to eventually leak onto
the internet.”69 An article in the Huffington Post likewise assumes that expecting
privacy is unreasonable: “Ladies . . . you should not text anything you don’t want shown
to his friends. . . . Even the nicest guy won’t be able to resist showing off if you look
hot. Keep it erotic rather than pornographic.”70

The seemingly contradictory messages that warn about the risks of privacy violations
but generally encourage sexting may reflect evolving and unstable expectations about
the privacy of personal digital content. Barrigar explains that there is a common
impulse to blame the user whose privacy has been violated rather than platforms,
polices, or other people.71 As noted above, private images of women may be more dama-
ging if distributed without permission, and such women are more likely to be blamed for a
violation of their privacy and chastised for participating in sexting. Recall that the primary
risk discussed for men was far less severe—a dick pic being passed around as a “joke.”
Thus, for women in particular, the sexting advice asks them to walk a familiar sexual tight-
rope; it encourages them to engage in sexting but at the same time stresses that women are
at serious risk when sharing sexual images of themselves and are responsible for exercising
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caution. The alternative to this implicitly victim-blaming gendered discourse about
privacy violations would be to advocate that all recipients must respect senders’ privacy.

Regardless of the reason for the lack of discussion about respecting others’ privacy, this
absence suggests that developing better ways of thinking about the privacy of personal
digital content should be a priority in interventions to reduce the potential harms of
sexting. In place of the current message to teens that they should abstain from sexting,
a harm-reduction approach (for both teens and adults) could instead aim to strengthen
and adapt existing norms of sexual privacy for new media.72 Adding a warning about
respecting privacy could easily fit the tone and conventions of sexting tips. For
example, it could offer the argument that respecting privacy leads to better sexting: “If
they find out you shared a photo, don’t expect to get any more.” An explicit warning
about potential harms could also suggest, “Never forward a picture without permission.
It could be devastating.” The popular conversation about sexting can and should advocate
for the practice of obtaining consent before distributing another person’s photos.

Discussion: Why sexting tips discuss consent

In this final section, I examine two possible explanations for why popular sexting advice
articles discuss consent more often and more thoroughly than the broader genre of sex
tips. While one reason might be that sexting is a relatively new phenomenon, I ultimately
argue that the affordances of mobile phone communication likely account for the fre-
quency and nature of the commentary about consent.

Newness, normativity, and consent

While love letters, sexual Polaroids, and phone sex predate sexting, the digital technologies
and networks that make it easy to create, replicate, and transmit personal sexual content
are new. It is possible that the sexting advice includes warnings about consent because the
practice is relatively unfamiliar. While the model of affirmative consent suggests that every
sex act requires mutual negotiation of consent, practices that are considered nonnormative
are often held to a higher standard of consent. As Rubin points out, US laws have histori-
cally defined some sex acts (anal sex, for example) as inherently impossible to consent to—
if there were two consensual participants one might be seen as the perpetrator, the other as
the victim.73 Affirmative consent practices may be more common when there is increased
risk or when people cannot rely as easily on heteronormative sexual scripts for assump-
tions about consent. For example, researchers suggest that BDSM community norms
often promote overt discussions about consent, prenegotiated safe words, and an aware-
ness of the potential contexts that complicate meaningful consent.74 These researchers
argue that the increased dialogue about consent in these communities provides a valuable
model that should be widely adopted.

The consent discourse in the sexting advice is still somewhat different from the discus-
sion in the general sex tips online of sex acts that their presumably heterosexual audiences
might consider to be less normative. For example, the general sex tips I examined offer
more words of warning and caution in discussions of anal sex, like “go slow” and “com-
municate,” and many stress that engaging in this particular act is not necessary or
expected. However, these discussions do not warn that the absence of carefully negotiating
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consent would cause harm. That is, even for sex acts that are thought to be less common
among their audience, the general sex tips articles still rely on the assumption that consent
has been already discussed. This is precisely why the commentary about consent in the
sexting advice is remarkable.

Technology and consent

Since the newness or perceived nonnormativity of sexting cannot fully account for the
consent discourse in the sexting tips, I suggest that the particular affordances of the
mobile phone are the most likely explanation. In person, negotiating mutual consent is
a dynamic process of communication. Sex advice writers likely make the incorrect
assumption that context and body language typically mean that consent for in-person
advances is clear and unambiguous. Unlike in-person communication, mobile phone
communication is sometimes asynchronous, usually does not involve physical proximity,
and mutes all or some nonverbal cues, depending on the format.75 As such, mobile phones
—particularly text messaging—may encourage communication that is more direct and
deliberate, which could contribute to the popular discourses I observed about the impor-
tance of negotiating consent in sexting. In other words, since text messaging makes it dif-
ficult to see or assess implicit consent, perhaps this is why the sexting tips articles suggest
that it must be explicitly discussed instead.

Sexting may be easier to initiate than an in-person sexual advance. Without the physical
presence and body language of another person providing negative feedback, digital com-
munication technologies may make it easier to make an unwanted sexual advance or to
otherwise harass, threaten, and violate other people. The online disinhibition effect76 or
even mere lack of eye contact77 can facilitate hostility and disrespect. Because it is more
difficult for people to anticipate and see the consequences of their behavior in virtual
social interaction, some commentators argue that explicit rules of conduct are especially
important.78 As such, sexting tips articles might offer direct warnings about consent as
a way to mitigate the online disinhibition effect, urging sexters to be cautious rather
than cavalier when sending sexual content.

Sexting advice also might include tips about negotiating consent because sexual inter-
action mediated by a mobile phone may be easier for a recipient to reject. One study found
that while around three-quarters of respondents report engaging in “unwanted but con-
sensual” in-person encounters such as sex or kissing, only half report this kind of coercion
for sexting.79 It is possible that the online sexting tips explicitly warn against pressuring a
partner to participate because they assume it is more likely to be unsuccessful. While
gender roles and power imbalances in intimate relationships by no means disappear in
mobile phone communication, physical distance and asynchronicity might help some
people who experience sexual pressure or coercion to better resist such unwanted digital
advances.80

The general sex advice tends to rely on the conventional model that implicit consent is
easily ascertained. But since texting often involves a lack of body language cues or immedi-
ate feedback, sexting tips writers seem to perceive a greater potential for ambiguity or mis-
communication. This disrupts the usual assumptions about consent, and in their place, the
popular online sexting advice instead advocates for some elements of an affirmative
consent standard by cautioning that sexters must not take consent for granted.
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Conclusion

It is possible that the particular affordances and risks of sexting might help destabilize
existing sexual norms and promote an ethic of explicitly seeking, negotiating, and discuss-
ing consent. As a whole, the genre of sex advice typically consists of snippets of erotica and
sexist directives that women need to work on pleasing men, yet the subgenre of sexting tips
seems to be different in some important ways and might offer some newmodes of promot-
ing direct communication about consent.

Affirmative consent has long been viewed as impractical and impossible to implement
in policy or in practice. Yet the consistent warnings in the sexting tips that an unwanted
sext could harm a recipient suggests how popular mainstream discourses might move
towards promoting an affirmative consent standard that is linked to an ethical obligation
to respect the autonomy of others. That is, while there are already a number of antirape
and antiharassment activist campaigns and communities online,81 one task that lies
ahead is to find more ways to create texts that advise and model affirmative consent in
accessible and highly visible formats—in other words, in texts that appear on the first
page of Google results for a popular search term. Extending the research of scholars
who work to build and revise workable popular models of sexual consent,82 I suggest
that more energy—in research, policy, and education—might profitably be spent figuring
out how to promote affirmative consent in popular culture and in everyday life.

Finding consent discourse in a mainstream popular format also suggests that Critical
Communication scholars might want to pay more attention to genres and texts often mal-
igned as hegemonic or oppressive, particularly in online click-bait articles. This heeds the
decades-old call of Cultural Studies to take popular culture seriously and understand its
complexity,83 but it can and should do even more than that. As Ono and Sloop suggest,
critical scholarship should also “imagine new ways of constructing the world.”84 If we
take seriously that popular culture not only reproduces and maintains society but also
transforms it, then Cultural Studies scholars need to continue developing methodological
and theoretical tools that can help achieve the social changes we seek. As such, the dis-
courses of consent I excavate from popular online sexting tips offer one example of
what some initial steps towards an affirmative consent standard in popular culture
might look like.
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